
*Oktogon opened in 1900 in the 
palace of the First Croatian Savings 
Bank, after a construction that took 15 
months. The last restoration, faithful to 
the original design of the architect 
Vancaš, was completed last year.

Spring has come to town, 
everything is rising, Zagreb is 
waking up. Things are slowly 

returning to normal, and streets 
are brimming with life. There are 
concerts taking place on squares, 

open-air festivals, the world’s best 
drivers are racing… plus much 

more in our guide through spring 
in Zagreb. 
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Welcome to the 
city’s party
Spring might just 
be Zagreb’s favorite 
season. Magnolia is 
the flower symbol 
of Zagreb and May 
31 is its special day. 
To celebrate it, 
walk to the Stone 
Gate and admire 
the painting of the 
Virgin Mary inside. 
This miraculous 
object is the only 
one that survived the 
disastrous 1731 fire, 
making the Virgin 
Mary of Stone Gate 
the city’s patron 
saint.

Spring is 
awakening 

the city

WELCOME TO A  
CONCERT IN OKTOGON
Oktogon was never just a shortcut 
between the Flower Square and Ilica. With 
its stained-glass windows and octagonal 
glass dome that lends it the name, the 
oldest and most famous passage in town 
has always been a visual, and since 
recently, a musical spectacle for passersby. 
The Sounds of Oktogon, performed by the 
world-renowned Zagreb Soloists can be 
enjoyed at noon twice more this spring: on 
April 29, with music by Franz Lehar on the 
repertoire, and on May 15, performing 
Tchaikovsky. These free 45-minute concerts 
started in March, with Bach, and will 
become a tradition in this Zagreb passage. 
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THE PATH OF CROATIAN 
GREATS arrives to 
Zagreb’s streets and 
squares. By scanning a 
barcode, 13 interactive 
sculptures of Croatians 
who left their mark on 
the world, from Tesla and 
Penkala to Milka Trnina 
and Dražen Petrović, come 
alive and present each 
great. #Sit&Meet

GO
NATIVE

MONOVIEW

COOL
TURE+

PAINT EASTER EGGS
Forget chocolate eggs 
for Easter. Learn local 
techniques of decorat-
ing real eggs. The old-
est one uses just onion 
skins for a deep amber 
sheen. Best of all, hard-
boiled eggs are much 
healthier to eat. 

NOTICE THE BIRDS
Don’t be surprised if 
you get woken up by 
loud birdsong. If you’re 
a passionate birder, 
drive out of the city 
and try to spot a few 
storks’ nests, especially 
in the villages by the 
Sava river. 

TIME TO MOVE
Pencil in May 21 for the 
Zagreb Spring 10K. 
For this humanitari-
an running event, you 
can pick the length 
that matches your 
fitness level. 5 or 10K 
for adults, 100m for 
kids. You can even run 
online.

HAVE A PICNIC
Eat your lunch in the 
open. Pick a restaurant 
terrace or better yet, 
have a picnic in a park. 
Stock up on fresh food 
and make your way to 
the Botanical Garden 
for the floral ambience 
or to Maksimir park for 
its semi-wild vibe.

What do you have in the pipeline at 
the Zagreb Zoo? 
From April 9 through 24, we invite 
kids, their parents and grandparents 
to the Festival of Spring in the Wild 
Heart of the City. This festival con-
nects the awakening of nature with 
Easter customs. Visitors can take in 
the beauty of leafing and flowering 
plants by our promenades, encounter 
animals bathed by spring sun, and 
enjoy a string of educational events. 
The Zagreb Zoo is also dressed for 
the occasion. Large painted Easter 
eggs are placed throughout, as well 
as decorations with Easter motives. 
Moreover, the Zagreb Zoo is getting 
an interpretation center of the pro-
tected fauna in Croatia. 

What makes the Zagreb Zoo great to 
visit in springtime? 

The Zagreb Zoo is 
one of the prettiest 
and oldest in this 
part of Europe. 
We are only 
three years away 
from celebrating 
our hundredth 
anniversary. 
To provide the 
animals who reside 
here with quality 
living, unique 
architecture and 
horticulture have 
developed within 

Questions
1 Which is the smallest hood in Zagreb?
a) The Upper Town 
b) The Lower Town 
c) Medveščak

2 Zagreb has 266 trams, and how many 
tram stations? 
a) 258
b) 256
c) 260

3 The first kavana in Zagreb, as well as 
in Croatia, opened in April 1748. Which 
street was the Kod Duna café on? 
a) Ilica
b) Gajeva  
c) Radićeva

Answers
1 b, With only three square kilometers, the 
Lower Town is the smallest, but also the 
most densely populated area. 
2 a, Zagreb has 258 stations along 214 
kilometers of tram tracks. 
3 c, Even though its precise spot is 
unknown, the first kavana opened in Duga 
Street, present-day Radićeva.  

QUIZG

Keeping 
Zagreb’s wildlife 
happy

Damir Skok, director of the Zagreb Zoo 
in Maksimir

ZAGREBDOX, the 
international festival 
of documentaries, is 
on through April 10. 86 
documentaries across 
11 different categories 
are screening at the 
Kaptol cinema, like 
Road Dox with road 
movies. More about the 
festival’s 18th edition  
@zagrebdox.net

PLACE2GO, the 
international tourism 
fair takes place in 
Arena Zagreb from 
April 8 to 10. Catch 
the best of Croatian, 
European and 
world destinations 
showcased at the 
fair’s 9th edition. 
More at  
@place2go.org 

THE ZAGREB 
ZOO IS ONE 
OF THE 
PRETTIEST 
AND OLDEST 
IN THIS PART 
OF EUROPE

the zoo. We pay great attention to 
landscaping. Along with trees that cre-
ate soothing shade, there are shrubs 
and flowers from all over the world. 
That gives the wild heart of the city a 
unique look in the spring. 

Share with us your favorite nature 
hideaways in Zagreb.
Zagreb is surrounded by nature – from 
the Sava river to the protected land-
scapes of Savica to Mount Medvedni-
ca. One place I adore, a stone’s throw 
from the city, is Medvedgrad. After a 
pleasant walk in the forest you 
arrive to a medieval 
fort that, as of this 
fall, features an 
interpretation 
center where 
you can explore 
the animal 
world of Medv-
ednica, amongst 
other things.

Zagreb experiences that are 
particularly great in springtime?
During the pretty spring days, walking 
around the Zagreb lakes of Bundek 
and Jarun is especially pleasing, while 
the creative awakening of Zagreb can 
be experienced thanks to the Project 
Ilica: Q’art.
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Ban Jelačić square

Ilica

Ilica

3 EXHIBITIONS 
IN ONE, works 
of famous 
Croatian painter 
Vlaho Bukovac 
from his days in 
Cavtat, Zagreb 
and Vienna, are 
on display in 
Klovićevi Dvori 
through May 17.  
@gkd.hr

IRON MAIDEN, the heavy metal  
legends, perform at Arena on  
May 22. @zagrebarena.hr

TOYS – CHILDHOOD FOREVER, a huge 
exhibition on toys, is at the Ethnographic 
Museum through May 22. @emz.hr 

EAGLES OF DEATH METAL, the famed 
American rock band, have a concert at  
the Culture Factory on May 8.  
@tvornicakulture.com

140 YEARS OF THE TELEPHONE 
in Zagreb is the newest exhibit at 
the Technical Museum Nikola Tesla. 
Open through April 24. @tmnt.hr

Andrija Kačić Miošić
The only statue in Ilica, it 
represents the 18th-century 
poet and Franciscan monk 
Andrija Kačić Miošić. His 
Pleasant Conversation of Slavic 
People was the most popular 
book for over a century.

Electric tram

Projekt Ilica: Q’ART/Restart
This unique annual event rejuvenates empty 
spaces of manufacture, closed shop windows 
and neglected inner courtyards, giving Ilica a 
new lease on life. It’s on again May 1 this year, 
with a schedule of exciting exhibitions, work-
shops and live music. 

Fine Arts Academy
This house of young artists welcomes 
everyone into its open-air sculpture 
park. Peek inside the courtyard for a free 
exhibition featuring some of Croatia’s 
best-known sculptors. 

British Square
Zagreb’s second oldest 
square is known to locals as 
Britanac; some call it by its 
historic name of Ilički Plac. It 
hosts a lively farmers’ market 
on weekdays, and a bustling 
antiques fair on weekends. 

House numbers: over 500

First mention First gas 
lamps

First 
electrification

Length: 5653 m

1431 1863 1907 1910 Ilica

NaMa
This landmark Art Nouveau building 
was Zagreb’s first shopping mall. 
Opened in 1913 by the Austro-Hun-
garian merchants Kastner and 
Öhler, it become NaMa after WW2. 
It has remained Ilica’s signature 
department store to this day. 

ILICA, ZAGREB’S MOST 
ICONIC STREET
The most iconic street in Zagreb, Ilica is also the city’s beloved land-

mark. For the longest time, it was the longest street in the city. Today, 
it remains its vital artery. 100 years ago, Ilica was Zagreb’s shopping hub 
for handmade crafts by hundreds of artisans, their shop windows lining 
the long tram line to Črnomerec. Though most traditional artisan shops 
have been replaced by big brand names in recent years, Ilica is still abuzz. 



FRANZ FERDINAND, the 
famous Scottish rock band, 
performs in the small hall 
of Dom Sportova on April 
25. The tour promotes their 
newest album for their 
20th anniversary. @laa.hr

Global anthropologist and Zagreb 
writer with a twist. Follow her at  

@travelhonestly.com

ANDREA PISAC

Honestly, find 
your reading spot

ANJA MUTIĆ
writes for BBC Travel,  
the Washington Post  

and many more.  
Follow her at @everthenomad

Spring has 
sprung

Get cultured 
in Zagorje
The region of Zagorje 
has incredible scenery 
but this time, go for its five unique 
museums. They’re scattered 
around so visiting by car is a must. 
Explore captivating historic areas, 
from Neanderthal sites in Krapi-
na to the 1573 peasant uprising 
in Gornja Stubica. Don’t miss the 
impressive work of Croatia’s fore-
most sculptor Antun Augustinčić 
in his gallery in Klanjec.

N

from Zagreb
45 min

I am endlessly fas-
cinated by cities, 

those living breathing 
organisms that age and 
adapt, standing witness 
to the passage of time. 
Living in one city long 
enough to see the cycles 
of change over the years 
is a unique treat. And 
so I’ve been observing 
Zagreb over time, how 
it ticks and what makes 
it move.

It all gets especially 
heady in springtime. 

Cherry blossoms, lilacs 
and magnolias diffuse 
their sweet floral cock-
tail, a nature’s touch 
of aromatherapy. The 
scents of freshly cut 
grass and spring rains 
add a note of newness to 
it all. Reminders of new 
beginnings, an awaken-
ing. With the jackets off, 
sunshades on and café 
tables out on sidewalks 
and terraces, the mood 
turns upbeat, too. 

Spring is when Zagreb 
comes out of its 

shell, when laughter 
echoes down its streets, 
food markets are awash 
with edible treats (wild 
asparagus, anyone?) 
and the parks bloom to 
their colorful perfec-
tion.

Look up and take in 
spotless blue skies. 

Feel the fresh buzz. 
Enjoy the new spring in 
your step. Breathe it all 
in. Remember it. Take 
it home.

Tip: Don’t forget your 
umbrella, even if it 
looks perfectly clear. 
Springtime rains can 
come suddenly – and 
heavily.

We all have favorite books. Our 
top ten list is so personal 

that we even make friends based 
on our reading preferences. But 
what about reading spots? A favor-
ite chair, a bench in the park?

Whenever I fall for a book, it 
has a lot to do with where I 

read it. I factor in not only the sto-
ry, the characters, and the mood 
of the book. The entire setting 
of where I was when my fingers 
rushed over the pages stays with 
me. So, let’s find some bookish 
places in Zagreb. After all, April 
23 is the World Book Day and the 
day before is the Day of the Croa-
tian Book. First, we go on a hunt 
for a great book. Passionate col-
lectors will love our second-hand 
bookshops, especially those in 
period interiors (Jesenski i Turk, 
Vukotinovićeva 4). Next, track 
down Booksa café, where you’ll be 
surrounded by other bookworms 
and reading in a quiet corner 
won’t seem out of the ordinary. 
Remember, locals usually chat 
over coffee. If you need complete 
silence, visit the reading room 
in the  Croatian State Archives. 
Warning: its stunning Art Deco 
design might distract you from 
reading. 

Finally, look for a bench that 
calls your name. Some of the 

best secluded spots are in the Up-
per Town, such as Grič park. 

Tip: Watch out for the Night of 
the Book series of events (April 
22–25), join their book readings and 
roundtable discussions.

Tip: After lessons 
in culture, treat 

yourself to a 
hefty portion 

of delicious 
Zagorje štrukli in 
the ethno village 

of Kumrovec.



Easter Monday concerts
Enjoy two concerts on Easter Monday, 
April 18. Catch LADO ensemble 
at 12 PM in front of the Cathedral 
performing Croatian Easter folk songs 
(or St. Blaise’s church in case of rain). 
Later in the day (7:30 PM) listen to 
Project Lazarus ensemble which 
promotes Croatian music heritage 
from the era between 16th and 18th 
century (St. John the Baptist Church, 
Nova Ves 64A). 

+

THE MOST USEFUL CARD
With Zagreb Card, tourists get free transport and 
access to six attractions, plus ticket discounts for 56 
locations. The daily card is 98KN, a three−day card is 
135KN. @zagrebcard.com

Don't waste paper. Use it or ... . .

HELP

24-HOUR PHARMACIES

TAXI

112

NUMBERS

ZG APPS

Radio Taxi Zagreb (1717)
Zebra Taxi (072 9090)
RIDE2 Taxi (1616)
Taxi Cammeo (1212)
EKO Taxi (1414)
Uber

Ban Jelačić square 3, +385 1 48 16 198
Ilica 301, +385 1 37 50 321
Grižanska 4, +385 1 29 92 350
V. Holjevca 22, +385 1 65 25 425
Ozaljska 1, tel. +385 1 30 97 586

…find more ZG apps online @infozagreb.hr

Best of Zagreb  
Easter guide to the  
churches of Zagreb
Zagreb’s history is closely intertwined with the history of its 
churches and chapels. Kaptol, one of its founding settlements, 
dates back to 1094, the same year the Zagreb diocese was 
established. As we approach Easter, add sacral architecture of 
the city to your sightseeing list to enrich your visit.

1. Zagreb Cathedral
Reaching 108 meters in height, 
Zagreb’s Cathedral of the 
Assumption of Blessed Virgin Mary 
is the tallest building in the city. 
This 11th-century beauty was first 
a Romanesque-style church. But 
after many transformations, today 
it boasts a neo-Gothic look. The 
Cathedral is currently closed for 
restauration.

2. St. Mark’s Church
This Upper Town diva sits between 
the Croatian government and 
parliament buildings. It attracts 
gazes with its red and white 
checkered roof tiles even from afar. 
Due to restauration, you can only 
admire the church from the outside. 

3. St. Catherine’s Church
One of Croatia’s most spectacular 
Baroque churches, St. Catherine’s 
sits close to the Gradec plateau. It 
is part of the beautiful complex of 
Jesuit buildings, today turned into 
Klovićevi Dvori art gallery. Though 
the church is currently closed for 
restauration, visiting the nearby 
Jesuit square is a must.  

4. St. Dismas Chapel
The world’s oldest church 
dedicated to the Thief on the Cross, 
St. Dismas has a unique object on 
display: Mother Teresa’s worn-out 
sandals which she replaced with 
the new pair on her way to receive 
the Nobel Peace Prize.

5. St. Blaise’s Church
Designed in 1912 by Croatia’s 
foremost architect Viktor Kovačić, 
this church is one of the finest 
examples of modern sacral 
buildings. Its Byzantine-style dome 
made of reinforced concrete was 
the first of its kind in Croatia.

6. St. Francis Xavier Church
Located in Ksaver, a neighborhood 
in the city’s north, this Baroque 
church has been an important 
pilgrimage site since the 18th 
century. The adjacent park, a 
monument of landscape art, 
features Calvary.

SIGHTRUN HISSTORY SPOTTED 
BY LOCALS 
ZAGREB

ZAGREB 
360
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350,000 
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CROATIA RALLY 2020

4am

LAST  
MINUTE

The biggest spring party 
takes place on Jarun 
lake. Over three days 
and four stages, enjoy 
performances by the 
best of electronic music 
DJs, from Paul van Dyk, 
Sven Väth and Faithless, 
to Croatian hip hop and 
rock bands like TBF, 
Rundek, Urban, Detour… 
Catch all that and more 
at the 20th edition 
of the Future Scope 
Festival, on from May 13 
through 15. 

THREE DAYS & FOUR 
STAGES ON JARUN
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Learn what’s in a name
Now that you’ve fallen 
for the real beauty of 
Zagreb, it doesn’t hurt 
knowing what’s in its 
name. The word ‘zagreb’ 
comes from ‘zagrabiti,’ 
which means to scoop 
up. This refers to the 
water in Manduševac 
fountain on the main 
square. According to 
local lore, if you throw 
a coin in, you are bound 
to come back. So, do 
it before you leave and 
dream of your next visit. 

Zagreb is con-
nected with the world 

by some 30 airlines, with 
the national company 

Croatia Airlines operating 
flights to 22 European 
hubs. This season, the 

Zagreb-Barcelona non-
stop returns, plus there 

are direct flights to 
Amsterdam, Athens, Vi-
enna, Brussels, Dublin, 

Frankfurt, Copenha-
gen, London, Mu-
nich, Paris, Rome, 
Sarajevo, Skoplje 

and Zürich.

Let bright green and vibrant red colors into your 
daily menu. Storm Dolac farmer’s market for young, 
electric-green vegetables. Take a pick from wild 
asparagus, spring onions, mixed foraged greens or 
baby cabbage. For dessert, look no further than locally 
grown strawberries, fondly called jagodica purgerica. 
You’ll find these darlings sold at stalls parked on street 
corners around the city center. When the sun peaks, 
down a glass of cold spritzer.

This season,  
Croatia Airlines 
passengers are 

welcomed onboard 
with Zagreb visuals 
and the Zagreb Be 

There brochure. 

Zagreb 
steak: When 
the student 
surpasses 
the master
The Viennese steak 

is a culinary classic 
known throughout 
Europe. What was done 
in Vienna was a model 
to the rest of the former 
monarchy. Zagreb attests 
to its Austro-Hungarian 
heritage by taking the 
flagship of the Austrian 
cuisine and making it its 
own. Endearingly called 
‘the little Vienna,” Zagreb 
has a take on the Wiener 
schnitzel that’s all but 
small. The original recipe 
calls for a thin veal steak, 
breaded and deep-fried. 
The Zagreb variant is all 
that, plus stuffed with a 
slice of homemade ham and 
cheese, like cordon bleu. 
The resulting delicacy is 
juicer and more savory, 
equally adored by meat 
lovers of all ages. Just like 
the Viennese original, it is 
most often served with a 
slice of lemon, and a side of 
potato salad or mashers, or 
in a family lunch alongside 
rizi-bizi, rice with peas. 
Nothing stops you from 
making it from turkey 
or pork, but the original 
requires veal. It’s an 
inevitable menu item in all 
traditional eateries. 

PLAY FOODSIE 

RALLY FROM THE 
FOUNTAINS TO  
ST. MARK’S SQUARE 

TASTE OF ZAGREB
powered by Taste of Croatia

The World Rally Championship is coming 
back. From the first day, which features 
the shakedown in Okić and the start by the 
fountains, to the last day on St. Mark’s square, 
the world’s best drivers will be whizzing 
around Zagreb and its surrounds, from Loeb 
and Rovanperä to last year’s winner Ogier and 
the Croatian champ Prodan. The viewers are 
back as well; the organizers expect a crowd 
of some 350K from April 21 to 24. The WRC 
spectacle is transmitted by 250 TV stations 
for a global audience of almost 1 billion.  
Info @rally-croatia.com

Mlinarica, Zagreb steak 
with tartar sauce (97KN);
Ficlek, Zagreb veal steak 
(98KN), pork steak (76KN)


